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r-=···· [ Q# . [ ~aI1didate j The candidate asked. I The proctor answered. . . j 

1 R0-11 Colton Are we operating in single loop? Reread the question stem. Answer the question asked. 

2 R0-60 Abernathy What is the name of the H51-P054A panel? Noun name of the panel is, "Engine Control Panel." 

3 R0-75 Read Question states, " reactor operator". Is this ref erring to Do not assume specific position assigned to the reactor 
the RO-ATC? operator. 

4 R0-21 Clem What does "place HPCS in standby readiness" mean? The standby readiness lineup per the SOL 

5 R0-23 Clem Are there two right answers? There is only one correct answer? 

6 R0-45 Clem Is the attached picture correct? The attached picture is correct. 

7 R0-56 Clem What is the noun name of the breakers? Provided noun names of breakers. 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

I IQ# I Candidate 
8 R0-63 Clem 

9 R0-69 Clem 

10 R0-73 Clem 

11 SR0-21 Clem 

12 SR0-6 Colton 

13 SR0-5 Clem 

14 R0-14 Smouse 
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I The candidate asked. I The proctor answered. 

= 

What is the position/status of the P41-F003 valve? Valves are in expected configuration for plant status 
(NOTE: This valve is not mentioned in the question.) unless otherwise stated. 

There is no correct answer. This question does not There is only one correct answer. Reread the question. 
make sense. 

What is the setpoint for the main steam line radiation There is sufficient information given to answer the 
monitors? question. 

What are the "References Provided" for this question? All references are listed on the index in the binder of 
references. 

What plant mode am I in for the 4 given conditions? . Sufficient information has been given in the question 
to make that determination? 

What does FDST mean? Candidate found answer in references provided. 
(floor drain sample tank) 

Did the RFPT A go to the low speed stop? Candidate advised to reread the question stem. 
Sufficient information exists to answer the question. 

I 



I IQ# I Candidate 
15 SR0-4 Clem 
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I The candidate asked. I The proctor answered. 

What is a "leak sealant device"? It is a device used to seal a leak. 
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